many correspondences, involving the dramatic features of the place and the distinct hierarchy of the Academy itself. Although foster father John Allan did not provide Poe with sufficient resources at West Point, Poe evidently found his experience there to be an abundant resource for his work. Furthermore, Alexander Hammond finds the presence of British publisher Henry Colburn and his "Silver Fork" novels in Poe's "Folio Club" tales. Clearly, Poe was ambivalent about literary marketplace success, and many of his stories use satire to unmask the puffery and deceit that sometimes helped promote an author's popularity.
British influence is again evident in Janet Chu's study of the stylistic techniques of Poe's women-centered tales. Poe was especially indebted to the work of rhetorician Hugh Blair. To strengthen the terror in his work, Chu argues, Poe fostered a style of distance through periodicity, cataphasis, and parenthesis, and to increase the horror, he relied on a style of distinctness through similes and metaphors, superlatives, and intensifiers. Chu ably demonstrates the patterns, observing that Poe's stylistic skill grew over time. Then, shifting our attention from British to French influence, Carole Shaffer-Koros focuses on Eugene Sue and his novels Mysteries of Paris and The Wandering Jew. She highlights the facility of Poe in French and that of Sue in English. And through a close reading of Poe and Sue, she argues for a mutuality of influence.
Susan Elizabeth Sweeney proposes the influence of early photography on Poe's masterpiece "The Black Cat. " Relying on textual and historical evidence, she contends that this renowned tale is a parody of the process of making a daguerreotype. Accordingly, Poe illuminates human darkness through an extended optical allusion. Heyward Ehrlich offers a study of the influence of Nassau Street, the publishing center of New York City in Poe's time. We accompany Poe up Nassau Street, encountering the neighborhood's numerous newspaper, magazine, and book publishing offices, many with vital Poe connections. Ehrlich also considers those who were, for Poe, the most important figures of Nassau Street. The ten blocks from Wall Street to Chatham Row show Poe's career in miniature.
Ellen M. Bayer explores the influence of Andrew Jackson Davis's A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening on Poe, especially with regard to "The Landscape Garden, " "The Domain of Arnheim, " and "Landor's Cottage. " Additionally, she elaborates the negative effects of the introduction of non-native species that Downing encouraged-effects that endure in the United States today. And David M. Robinson, in the concluding essay, takes us from influence on Poe to Poe's influence-in this case, on the distinguished poet-scholar Daniel Hoffman. Robinson offers a discerning appreciation of Hoffman's self-inflected Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe, which treats Poe's quest for unity and its varied expressions, culminating in the prescient "prose poem" Eureka.
We may also begin to think about the Fifth International Edgar Allan Poe Conference, to be held in Boston (with a side trip to Providence) in 2021. Poe was born in Boston, published Tamerlane there, gave his controversial Lyceum Lecture there, and frequently attacked what he termed "Frogpondium. " And Poe traveled to Providence to pursue a romance with poet Sarah Helen Whitman. After the 2021 conference, our journey north ends. Perhaps in 2027 we will return to Richmond-or visit even farther south, to Charleston, for Poe was stationed as a soldier at nearby Sullivan's Island, which he relied on for the setting of "The Gold-Bug. " And perhaps as we begin again our journey north among Poe's coastal cities, we will also head inland to Charlottesville, where Poe attended the University of Virginia, and to West Point, where he attended the Military Academy. Inland, after all, was where Poe's writings usually headed.
We close by returning to the site of the conference from which these papers emerged, the Roosevelt Hotel, named after Theodore Roosevelt, a great fan of Poe's. In a letter advocating the preservation of the Poe Cottage, Roosevelt wrote, "Poe was perhaps the most brilliant genius America has ever developed. " And he later said, "He is our one supereminent genius. " And commenting on James Russell Lowell's notorious couplet, Roosevelt advised, "If any man was ever about five fifths genius, that man was Poe. " 2 At the heart of Poe's genius was surely his transformative power. The essays offered here, regarding the influence of place, process, and person, seem to us to confirm the perspective that Poe transforms-that is, he continually transforms what he encounters-and he may sometimes transform the readers who encounter him.
Notes

